Projection-based model reduction has become a popular approach to reduce the cost associated with integrating large-scale dynamical systems so they can be used in many-query settings such as optimization and uncertainty quantification. For nonlinear systems, significant cost reduction is only possible with an additional layer of approximation to reduce the computational bottleneck of evaluating the projected nonlinear terms. Prevailing methods to approximate the nonlinear terms are code intrusive, potentially requiring years of development time to integrate into an existing codebase, and have been known to lack parametric robustness.
Introduction
Numerical simulations have made an undeniable impact on the fields of science, engineering, and medicine due to the possibility to study or analyze a physical system in a virtual setting. However, modeling and simulation of most practical systems is a computationally expensive endeavor, usually requiring days on a supercomputer, essentially limiting users to a few runs. However, the true power of computational physics lies in many-query analyses, e.g., optimization and uncertainty quantification (UQ), which require simulations at a large number of parameter configurations. For example, optimization problems are ubiquitous in science and engineering and their solutions can lead to systems with unprecedented efficiency (e.g., energetically optimal flapping flight [1, 2, 3, 4] ), help gain insight to physical phenomena, or determine properties of a system from sparse, noisy observations of the solution (inverse problems). To enable these types of manyquery analyses on important problems, the issue of high computational cost of a single simulation must be addressed. Reduced-order models (ROMs) offer a promising means to do so.
The number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of a dynamical system is dramatically reduced in ROMs by constraining the dynamics to evolve in a very low-dimensional subspace, spanned by a set of reduced basis (RB) functions. These basis functions are usually learned through training data, i.e., solution snapshots obtained from high-dimensional model (HDM) simulations. Although the number of DOF can be significantlẙ reduced by RB projection, for nonlinear problems, the speedup of the standard ROMs is often marginal due to a large number of high-dimensional operations involved in the evaluation of nonlinear terms in the ROM system. Therefore, an additional step, usually called hyperreduction, must be taken to efficiently approximate nonlinear terms. Most existing hyperreduction techniques, e.g., empirical interpolation method (EIM) [5] and its discrete variant discrete EIM (DEIM) [6] , approximate the HDM nonlinear velocity function using a low-dimensional subspace as well, which provides a satisfactory tool to deal with nonlinear PDE systems in an efficient way. Massive speedups can be gained by hyperreduced ROMs in many cases where the solution of a dynamical system and its nonlinear terms are well-approximated in low-dimensional subspaces, including non-parametric problems (reproduce training data), linear elliptic PDEs, or problems with limited parameter variations [7, 8, 9] .
Despite the tremendous promise of ROMs, standard hyperreduction techniques often struggle to provide a stable and accurate approximation of nonlinear terms and present notable limitations in parametric settings [10] . This lack of parametric robustness remains the main roadblock of ROMs being the technology that enables large-scale many-query analyses which inherently involve parametric variations. In addition, standard hyperreduction techniques are code intrusive [6] , usually requiring hundreds of personhours to implement, which poses great challenges to leveraging existing open-source or commercial legacy codes for computational mechanics. Therefore, there is an increasing interest in developing non-intrusive or weakly-intrusive ROMs without the need for access to HDM operators to achieve better robustness and stability [11, 12, 13, 14] . For example, Audouze et al. [11] proposed a non-intrusive proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)-based ROM, where the Galerkin projection is bypassed by using a radial basis regression to estimate the RB coefficients directly and does not require hyperreduction for efficiency. Peherstofer and Wilcox [12] proposed a data-driven operator inference approach based on least square fitting to establish a non-intrusive projection-based ROM framework. Reduced-order models based on piecewise polynomial approximation of the dynamical system in state space [15, 16] are popular in subsurface flow [17, 18, 19] and electrical engineering applications [15, 20] , but are difficult to train since they sensitive to the choice of expansion points [21] .
Recent advances in scientific machine learning (SciML) has been receiving increased attention in the computational modeling community [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and offers new opportunities to develop more efficient and accurate reduced-order models. A growing amount of research using machine learning, particularly deep learning techniques, for model reduction has been witnessed most recently. Specifically, a majority of these studies focused on learning the closure model (or discrepancy terms) of projection-based ROMs from data to improve their predictive accuracy [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] . San and Maulik [28, 29] employed feedforward neural networks (NNs) to build the ROM closures, with which the performance can be notably improved. Pan and Duraisamy [30] modeled the truncated dynamics in a data-driven way using sparse regression and neural networks. In a similar vein, Mohebujjaman et al. [32] proposed a data-driven correction ROM (DDC-ROM) framework, which has been tested on a number of fluid dynamic problems. In addition to building closure models, machine learning has also been used to construct more representative basis functions for model reduction. For example, Lee and Carlberg [22] applied deep convolutional autoencoders to learn the nonlinear manifold defined by the parametrized dynamical system solution, which was shown to outperform the linear POD basis. Another important direction of using machine learning in model reduction is the development of accurate non-intrusive ROMs [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48] . In most of these works, the general idea is to use machine learning models to learn the temporal evolution of the states in the reduced subspace and thus the Galerkin projection and intrusive hyperreduction are bypassed. For example, the dynamics in low-dimensional manifold can be learned using a multi-level perceptrons (MLP) [39, 40, 42] , deep residual recurrent neural networks (RNN) [36] , or Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) based RNN [37, 43] . Most of these approaches are purely data-driven and equation-free, which makes it difficult to respect the underlying PDE structure. Moreover, these works are focused on problems with non-parametric settings [44] .
In this work, we propose a novel method to approximate the nonlinear terms arising in projection-based ROMs that uses deep learning (DL) to overcome the parametric robustness issues and code intrusion of existing hyperreduction methods. Namely, a deep fully-connected neural network (NN) will be built to learn the nonlinear velocity function in the ROM equations by leveraging the same HDM solution data used to construct the POD basis. The deep NN model here is embedded into the standard projection-based ROM setting and the resulting dynamical system is solved using numerical time integration. The performance of the proposed method will be compared against a ROM without hyperreduction and a ROM with the (D)EIM hyperreduction. Note that this work is focused on parametrized, nonlinear dynamical systems. To the best of our knowledge, the current work is the first attempt to build a DL-based hyperreduction for projection-based ROMs in parametric settings.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces projection-based model reduction for nonlinear dynamical systems and briefly discusses the popular, intrusive hyperreduction method (D)EIM. Section 3 presents the detailed formulation and training procedure for the proposed non-intrusive reducedorder model that uses deep learning to approximate the reduced velocity function. Section 4 compares the accuracy of the proposed method against classical model reduction and (D)EIM using two dynamical systems that result from the semi-discretization of nonlinear, hyperbolic PDEs. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Classical model reduction of nonlinear dynamical systems

Large-scale, nonlinear dynamical system
Consider a parametrized, nonlinear dynamical system that we will take to be the HDM,
where D Ă R Nµ is the parameter space, u : r0, T sˆD Ñ R Nu is the time-and parameter-dependent state, u 0 P R Nu is the initial condition, f : R Nuˆr 0, T sˆD Ñ R Nu is the velocity of the nonlinear dynamical system pξ, t, µq Þ Ñ f pξ, t, µq, and M P R NuˆNu is the mass matrix. To approximately integrate the system in (1), we introduce a discretization of the time domain into N t intervals with endpoints T :" tt 0 , t 1 , . . . , t Nt u such that t 0 " 0, t Nt " T , and t n ă t n`1 for n " 0, . . . , N t´1 and use any standard solver, e.g., backward differentiation formulas or Runge-Kutta methods, to approximate the solution at these nodes. In this work, we assume the system in (1) is large-scale (N u " 1) and computationally intensive to numerically integrate. Of particular interest are dynamical systems that result from the semi-discretization of partial differential equations for large, complex systems, e.g., in computational fluid dynamics it is not uncommon to have semi-discrete models with Op10 8 q degrees of freedom [7, 10] .
Projection-based model order reduction
The construction of projection-based reduced-order models begins with the ansatz that the solution of the dynamical system can be well-approximated in a low-dimensional affine subspace V :" tū`Φy | y P R ku u, where Φ P R Nuˆku with Φ T Φ " I denotes the reduced basis of dimension k u ! N u andū P R Nu is an affine offset. That is, upt, µq « u r pt, µq :"ū`Φypt, µq,
where u r : r0, T sˆD Ñ V is the approximation of upt, µq in the reduced subspace and y : r0, T sˆD Ñ R ku are the reduced coordinates of u r pt, µq corresponding to the basis Φ and offsetū. The reduced coordinates are defined by enforcing the subspace approximation (2) in the governing equation and constraining the resulting system to be orthogonal to a test subspace
where Ψ P R Nuˆku with Ψ T Ψ " I is a basis for W. The velocity of the reduced dynamical system is
and the reduced mass matrix M r P R kuˆku and initial condition for the reduced coordinates y 0 P R ku are defined as
The reduced initial condition y 0 is the orthogonal projection of the initial condition u 0 onto the trial subspace.
In this work, we choose the test space to be the same as the trial space, up to the affine offset, i.e., a Galerkin projection Ψ " Φ. The affine offset is taken to be the initial conditionū " u 0 based on the observations in [49] . The reduced basis Φ is defined using the method of snapshots and proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [50] . For each parameter in a given training set Ξ 0 :" tµ 1 , . . . , µ Ns u Ă D, we compute the approximate solution on the time discretization T and agglomerate into a global snapshot matrix X " " X 1¨¨¨XNs ‰ P R NuˆNtNs , where fixed-parameter snapshot matrices X k P R NuˆNt are defined as
for k " 1, . . . , N s . The reduced basis Φ is defined by compressing the information in the snapshot matrix using POD, i.e., retaining the dominant singular vectors of the translated snapshot matrix u´u 0 1 T (to account for the affine offset). This computationally expensive training phase requires N s solutions of the large-scale dynamical system and compression of the resulting snapshot matrix of size N uˆNs N t , but is only required once; the resulting reduced-order model can be leveraged on a testing set Ξ˚without re-training to ameliorate the offline cost. Generalizability of the basis to Ξ˚depends on the coverage of the parameter space with training samples. Sophisticated greedy methods exist to select training samples based on the maximum ROM error in the parameter space [51, 52] , given a reliable error indicator is available. Since we consider complex nonlinear problems, such error indicators with high effectivity are not available so we simply use uniform sampling-feasible in our setting due to low-dimensional parameter spaces considered (N µ ď 3 in Section 4)-to ensure sufficient coverage of the parameter space.
Hyperreduction to accelerate projection of nonlinear terms
Despite the substantial reduction in the dimensionality of the dynamical system, from N u -dimensional in (1) to k u -dimensional in (3) with k u ! N u , it is well-known the ROM only achieves marginal speedup relative to the HDM due to an inherent bottleneck in the evaluation of the nonlinear term f r pτ , t, µq. From the definition in (4) it is clear that even though f r is a mapping between low-dimensional spaces, it is expensive to evaluate due to a sequence of high-dimensional operations: reconstruction of u r "ū`Φτ (OpN u k u q operations), evaluation of the HDM velocity function f pu r , t, µq (OpN u q operations), and projection of the velocity onto RangepΦq (OpN u k u q operations). To overcome this computational bottleneck, a host of socalled hyperreduction methods [5, 53, 54, 55, 6, 7, 56, 8, 9, 57] have been introduced to approximate f r at a cost that does not scale with N u . However, these methods usually have limited prediction potential for complex problems [10] and, most importantly, are difficult and code-intrusive to implement properly and achieve substantial speedup in practice.
For example, the empirical interpolation method [5] and its discrete variant [6] approximate the ROM velocity function as
where Π P R Nuˆku is a basis for a low-dimensional subspace used to approximate the HDM velocity function f and P P R Nuˆku is a subset of the columns of the N uˆNu identity matrix used to sample entries of the HDM velocity function. Then the (D)EIM reduced coordinates
and the HDM approximation
As noted in [6, 58, 8] , for this approach to be efficient, it is not sufficient to first evaluate f pū`Φτ , t, µq and then sample its entries. Rather, the term P T f must be evaluated directly given the appropriate sampling of the stateP T u, whereP P R Nuˆks is the matrix that samples all entries of the state u required to evaluate the entries necessary entries of the velocity function P T f . This approach assumes sparse dependence of the velocity function on the state, i.e., each entry of the velocity function depends on a small number of entries of the state vector. This sparsity property is guaranteed if the dynamical system in (1) corresponds to the semi-discretization of a PDE using local methods e.g., finite difference or finite volume methods. Direct implementation of P T f givenP T u in the context of a PDE discretization involves the use of a sparsified or sample mesh on which the stateP T u is defined [6] . While successful, this approach is code intrusive and difficult to implement, often requiring years of development to incorporate into existing codes. In addition, the implementation is highly dependent on the semi-discretization approach used for the PDE [6, 7, 56, 8, 57] .
Other physics-based hyperreduction methods besides (D)EIM exist [5, 53, 54, 55, 6, 7, 56, 8, 9, 57] to approximate the ROM velocity; however, they all rely on this concept of partial assembly over a sample mesh and require a specialized, code-intrusive implementation.
Non-intrusive hyperreduction using deep neural networks
We propose a new approach to hyperreduction that approximates the ROM velocity function using a deep neural network, which we abbreviate ROM-NN in the remainder. That is, we introduce a function
and vector of weights w P R Nw such that
for any t P r0, T s and µ P D and compute y n : r0, T sˆD Ñ R ku that solves M r dy n dt "f r py n , t, µq, y n p0q " y 0 .
The HDM approximation u n : r0, T sˆD Ñ R Nu is reconstructed as upt, µq « u n pt, µq :"ū`Φy n pt, µq.
If (11) holds, we expect y d to be a good approximation to y and, provided the reduced basis is sufficient, u d to be a good approximation to u. The ROM velocity (4) is a k u -valued function of k u`1`Nµ variables; training a neural network to approximate this mapping requires a (large) number of instances of the function input pτ , t, µq P R kur 0, T sˆD and the corresponding output f r pτ , t, µq P R ku so the network weights can be tuned to minimize a loss function. In this work, the network weights are defined as the solution of the following optimization problem minimize wPR Nw
where tt i u Nt i"1 Ă r0, T s are the nodes of the temporal discretization (Section 2.1), tµ k u Ns k"1 Ă D are the training parameters (Section 2.2), and τ ij P R ku for i " 1, . . . , N t , j " 1, . . . , N s are the reduced coordinates used for training the network. Given the requirement in (11) that the DNN velocity function matches the ROM velocity function on the manifold of ROM solutions, a sensible choice is τ ij " ypt i , µ j q. While consistent with the requirement in (11) , this approach requires that both the HDM solution upt, µq and expensive ROM solution ypt, µq, i.e., without hyperreduction, be computed for each µ P Ξ 0 to define the training data, which can substantially increase the offline cost. To mitigate the additional cost of computing the expensive ROM solution, we propose to use the projection of the HDM solution onto the subspace V in place of the ROM solution itself. That is, we take τ ij "ỹpt i , µ j q, wherẽ
which requires exactly the same data used to compute the reduced basis Φ. The complete training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
In this work, we definef r using a fully-connected, feed-forward neural network (FCNN) architecture, which contains one input layer (the input vector pτ , t, µq), five hidden layers, and one output layer (the predictionf r pτ , t, µq). Each layer is fed forward to the next layer by a linear weighted sum and nonlinear activation function (e.g., reLU). The network is built in the form of sparse autoencoder (SAE), namely the hidden layers follow a decoder-encoder structure in order to capture the complex hidden nonlinear pattern of the mapping.
Algorithm 1 Training procedure for deep learning-based reduced-order model
Input: Training set tµ j u Ns j"1 Ă D, temporal discretization tt i u Nt i"1 Ă r0, T s, initial condition u 0 P R Nu Output: Affine offsetū P R Nu , reduced basis Φ P R Nuˆku , network weights w P R Nw 1: for j " 1, . . . , N s do 2:
Compute solution of the HDM dynamical system up¨, µ j q 3: end for 4: Define the snapshot matrix X P R NuˆNsNt according to (6) 5: Compute the left singular vectors of X´u 0 1 T : u i P R Nu , i " 1, . . . , N s N t 6: Define reduced subspace:ū Ð u 0 , Φ Ð " u 1¨¨¨ur ‰ 7: for j " 1, . . . , N s do 8:
for i " 1, . . . , N t do 9:
Compute τ ij " Φ T pupt i , µ j q´ūq 10:
end for 11: end for 12: Solve (14) for network weights w
The number of neurons for each layers from the input to the output are p80, 120, 240, 480, 240, 120, 80q. Standardized normalization is applied for both input and output layers. The training is conducted in a supervised manner, i.e., minimizing the loss function of data misfit, using a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) based optimizer (e.g. Adam algorithm [59] ). To avoid over-fitting, the dropout [60] and early stopping [61] techniques are applied. To demonstrate the robustness of the ROM-NN, the architecture and hyperparameters of the network remain the same for all test cases throughout the paper. Note that a comprehensive study on optimizing the neural network structure is out of the scope of this work.
This approach is guaranteed to be non-intrusive because the training procedure only relies on snapshots of the HDM solutions and evaluations of the ROM velocity function and the online solution only requires evaluation of the neural network velocity function (forward pass) and its derivative with respect to τ (backward propagation). As a result, both the DNN and dynamical system code can be treated as black boxes, which substantially eases the implementation burden. Another advantage of the proposed ROM-NN method is we directly approximate f r , a mapping between low-dimensional input and output spaces, using nonlinear basis functions. We will show in our numerical experiments (Section 4) that this approximation, when sufficiently trained, mitigates some parametric robustness and stability issues of traditional hyperreduction techniques, such as (D)EIM, that approximate the mapping pτ , t, µq Þ Ñ f pū`Φτ , t, µq (low-dimensional input space, high-dimensional output space) using a linear basis.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we test the accuracy, stability, and parametric robustness of the proposed ROM-NN method using two dynamical systems that result from the semi-discretization of nonlinear, hyperbolic PDEs. We compare the performance of the ROM-NN method to a standard Galerkin-POD ROM, which provides a theoretical lower bound on the accuracy of the ROM-NN, and the most popular intrusive hyperreduction method, (D)EIM. For both problems, we define the parameter space D and introduce two subsets Ξ 0 Ă Ξ˚Ă D, where Ξ 0 are the parameters used to train the reduced-order models and Ξ˚are all parameters where the accuracy of the models is tested (includes the training points). Recall the definition of the parametric HDM solution u (1) and its approximation provided by the ROM u r (2), (D)EIM u d (9), and ROM-NN u n (13) . For a given parameter µ P D, we quantify the error between the HDM solution up¨, µq and an approximate solution vp¨, µq as pv; µq :"
Therefore the error in the ROM, (D)EIM, and ROM-NN solutions are r pµq :" pu r ; µq, d pµq :" pu d ; µq, n pµq :" pu n ; µq,
respectively. In the rest of this section, we will consider the statistics (minimum, maximum, and median) of these error metrics over the training set Ξ 0 and testing set Ξ˚zΞ 0 . In this work, we do not compare the computational cost of the HDM, ROM, (D)EIM, and ROM-NN because it is heavily dependent on the implementation and a number algorithmic choices, e.g., choice of linear solver.
One-dimensional viscous Burgers' equation
The first numerical experiment we consider is solution of the one-dimensional, parametrized, viscous Burgers' equation in the domain Ω :" p0, 1q, where u : Ωˆr0, T sˆD Ñ R solves B t upx, t, µq`upx, t, µqB x upx, t, µq " νpµqB xx upx, t, µq`gpx, µq, x P p0, 1q, t P r0, T s, µ P D, up0, t, µq " 0, up1, t, µq " 0, t P r0, T s, µ P D.
The time interval is taken as T " 1 and the parameter space is D :" r0.01, 0.1sˆr2, 3sˆr0, 1s Ă R 3 . For any µ P D where µ " pµ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 q, the parametrized viscosity and source term are defined as
The PDE is discretized in space using 200 linear finite elements with essential boundary conditions strongly enforced to yield a dynamical system of the form (1) with a total of N u " 199 spatial degrees of freedom.
The dynamical system is discretized in time using the two-stage diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method [62] with 100 time steps. For this problem, we define the testing set Ξ˚as the uniform sampling of D on a 5ˆ5ˆ5 grid for a total of |Ξ˚| " 125 parameter configurations. We consider two training sets: Ξ a 0 , Ξ b 0 are the uniform samplings of D on a 2ˆ2ˆ2 and 3ˆ3ˆ3 grid, respectively. By construction, Ξ a Ă Ξ b Ă Ξ˚. For both training sets, we construct a POD-Galerkin ROM without hypereduction, accelerated with (D)EIM, and accelerated with the neural network approximation of f r using k u " 8 and test each model on all points in Ξ˚.
The reduced-order model without hyperreduction is the most stable and accurate method, which is expected since it computes the velocity function f r exactly. Nonlinear approximation via (D)EIM is the least accurate approach and even goes unstable for a number of training and testing points for this small basis size. The neural network approach to approximate the nonlinear terms is more accurate than (D)EIM and is stable for all points in Ξ˚. These observations are taken from Figures 1 and 2 , which contain the PDE state vector computed with each model at several instances in time for various points in Ξ˚and Figure 3 that directly compares the accuracy of (D)EIM and ROM-NN.
For the training set Ξ a 0 , the minimum error across both the training and testing sets are comparable for (D)EIM and ROM-NN. Since (D)EIM is unstable on both training and testing points, the maximum error is large. The ROM-NN approach is stable for all points in Ξ˚; however, its maximum error on the test set Ξ˚zΞ a 0 is large (« 22%). The median error for the ROM-NN less than 3% on the training set and 5% on the testing set, while (D)EIM has median errors up to five times larger (16% training, 11% testing) ( Table 1) . By increasing the training set to Ξ b 0 and keeping the ROM size fixed (k u " 8), the stability of (D)EIM further degrades (15 unstable points in Ξ˚), but the accuracy improves for stable configurations (median errors decrease). The ROM-NN training errors are similar to the case where Ξ a 0 is used as the training set, but the errors on the testing set become smaller suggesting the additional training leads to better prediction. The median and maximum errors of the ROM-NN for both training and testing sets are roughly 3% and 6%, respectively ( Table 2) .
Two-dimensional premixed H 2 -air flame model
The second numerical experiment we consider is solution of a simplified model of a premixed H 2 -air flame at a constant and uniform pressure, in a constant, divergence-free velocity field, and with constant, uniform diffusivities for all species and temperature in the domain Ω :" r0, L x sˆr0, L y s, where L x " 18mm and L y " 9mm, over the time interval r0, T s, T " 0.06s. The one-step reaction mechanism is 2H 2`O2 Ñ 2H 2 O. The PDE model of this system [63] is B t U px, t, µq´κ∆U px, t, µq`β¨∇U px, t, µq " N pU, µq, x P Ω, t P r0, T s, µ P D,
∇U px, t, µq¨npxq " 0, x P Γ N , t P r0, T s, µ P D, with solution
where n : BΩ Ñ R 2 is the outward unit normal, Y i : Ωˆr0, T sˆD Ñ R is the mass fraction of the hydrogen fuel (i " F ), oxygen (i " O), and water product (i " P ), and Θ : Ωˆr0, T sˆD Ñ R is the temperature. The domain boundary is split into six segments ( Figure 4) BΩ "
with the following essential boundary conditions prescribed on Γ D Ă BΩ
p0.0282, 0.2259, 0, 950q x P Γ 2 (23) and homogeneous natural boundary conditions on Γ N Ă BΩ. The nonlinear reaction source term is of Arrhenius type and modeled as in Cuenot and Poinsot [64] as N pU, µq " rN F pU, µq, N O pU, µq, N P pU, µq, N Θ pU, µqs, where
for i " F, O, P . The divergence-free velocity field is β " p50, 0q cm/sec. The diffusivities are κ " 2.0 cm 2 /sec and the density of the mixture is ρ " 1.39ˆ10´3 gr/cm 3 . The molecular weights are W F " 2.016, W O " 31.9, W P " 18 gr/mol, the stoichiometric coefficients are ν F " 2, ν O " 1, ν P " 2, the heat of reaction is Q " 9800K, and the universal gas constant is R " 8.314472 J/(mol K). The parameter space is taken as D :" r2.3375ˆ10 12 , 6.2ˆ10 12 sˆr5625.5, 9000s. For any µ P D where µ " pµ 1 , µ 2 q, the parametrized pre-exponential factor and activation energy are taken as
At t " 0, the domain is considered empty at a temperature of 300K, i.e., U 0 " p0, 0, 0, 300q. The PDE is discretized in space using the finite difference method on a grid of 40ˆ20 with essential boundary conditions strongly enforced to yield a dynamical system of the form (1) with a total of N u " 2736 spatial degrees of freedom. The dynamical system is discretized in time using a two-stage diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method with 50 time steps; see Figure 5 for solution snapshots for a representative parameter configuration.
For this problem, we define the testing set Ξ˚as the uniform sampling of D on a 7ˆ7 grid for a total of |Ξ˚| " 49 test points. The training set is a uniform sampling of D on a 4ˆ4 grid, respectively. By construction, Ξ 0 Ă Ξ˚. Similar to the previous section, we construct a POD-Galerkin ROM without hyperreduction, one accelerated with (D)EIM, and one accelerated with the neural network for a range of basis sizes (k u ) and subsequently test each model on all points in Ξ˚. The reduced-order model without hyperreduction is the most stable and accurate method and demonstrates deep convergence under refinement of k u , even when error metric is aggregated over both testing and training points. For this problem, (D)EIM was highly unstable; a basis of size k u " 150 was required for stability, while the other methods were stable for a basis of size k u " 80. When (D)EIM is stable, it is more accurate than the proposed ROM-NN method. The ROM-NN method is stable for all basis sizes considered, but does not have deep convergence, which is expected sincef has more inputs/outputs as k u increases and becomes more difficult to train. Because the ROM-NN does not exhibit deep convergence, there is little point in refining the basis beyond k u " 80 because the reduction in error is negligible. The maximum and median errors of the ROM-NN solution (k u " 80) across all training and testing parameters are small (3%) ( Figure 6 ).
Conclusion
This work developed a non-intrusive acceleration technique for projection-based model reduction of nonlinear dynamical systems using deep neural networks. The approach is non-intrusive in the sense that it treats both the original dynamical system and neural network code as black boxes. The method is trained using the same HDM solutions computed to train the reduced basis, i.e., no new simulations are required to train the neural network approximation of the ROM velocity function, only evaluations of the ROM velocity at existing snapshots. Unlike traditional hyperreduction methods, this does not require modification of the underlying dynamical system code because, once the neural network is trained, only forward and back propagation through the network is required to compute the approximate velocity function and its derivative. Aside from the benefit of non-intrusivity, the proposed method is more stable and accurate at both training and testing points in the limit of a small basis than the popular (D)EIM hyperreduction for the two dynamical systems considered (semi-discretizations of nonlinear, hyperbolic PDEs). Given we used uniform sampling to train the ROM-NN, this approach may be most appropriate for problems with a limited number of parameters. Future work will explore whether the amount of training can be reduced using POD-Greedy sampling [52] without sacrificing stability or parametric robustness. We will also perform a careful study of the computational cost of the proposed approach and the benefits of using GPUs to train and pass through the neural network in future work.
